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Summary of rated action
Previous Rated Amount Current Rated Amount
Rating Action
(Rs. crore)
(Rs. crore)
Fund-based - Term Loan 15.00
10.85
[ICRA]BB- (Stable); Reaffirmed
Unallocated
0.00
4.15
[ICRA]BB- (Stable); Reaffirmed
Total
15.00
15.00
Instrument

*Instrument details are provided in Annexure-1

Rationale
The rating reaffirmation is constrained by the moderate plant load factor (PLF) of 14% during the past four years, which
is lower than the design PLF owing to constraints in evacuation facility. It also factors in the company’s exposure to
foreign exchange fluctuations as it has availed a term loan in foreign currency to part-fund the project cost, which is
completely un-hedged. The rating considers its weak financial profile with net losses for the past two years due to forex
fluctuations, high gearing of 2.3 times as on March 31, 2018 and interest coverage at 1.9 times for FY2018. The DSCR has
been less than 1 for the past two years owing to higher interest expenses due to short-term loan availed against fixed
deposits of the Group company, Eclat Health Solutions Private Limited. The shortfall is funded by timely infusion of
unsecured loans from promoters. The rating is also constrained by the sensitivity of solar power generation to adverse
weather conditions due to its single-asset nature of operations and panel degradation that may negatively impact the
company’s cash flows as the revenues are linked to the actual units generated and exported.
The rating, however, favourably factors in the operational track record of the solar power plant for the last seven years
with an average PLF of 14.72%, presence of a long-term power purchase agreement (PPA) with the Jharkhand State
Electricity Board Limited (JSEBL) for the entire generation capacity of 2-MW for 25 years at a tariff of Rs. 17.96 per unit.
This limits the demand and tariff risks. The rating notes the satisfactory track record of payments from the discom,
wherein payments were generally received within 15-70 days from raising the invoice in the last 24 months.

Outlook: Stable
The Stable outlook reflects ICRA’s belief that the company’s revenues are likely to remain stable with fixed tariff PPA in
place and expected improvement in the PLF levels. The outlook may be revised to Positive if the generation exceeds the
projected PLF, leading to growth in revenue and profitability, thus strengthening the financial risk profile. The outlook
may be revised to Negative if there is any significant deviation in the PLF being generated, affecting the cash flow
position.

Key rating drivers
Credit strengths
Experienced promoters in the solar industry: The promoters have more than two decades of experience in the solar
power industry. Further, the promoters also have diversified presence in other industries like bakery, education, health
care, IT solutions etc.
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Long-term PPA with JSEBL mitigates the demand and pricing risks: The company had signed a PPA with JSEBL at an
approved feed-in tariff of Rs. 17.96 per unit for the entire capacity for a period of 25 years, which limits the demand and
pricing risk. Moreover, the payments from the same have been received within 15-70 days from the date of raising the
invoice for the last two years, which supports the liquidity position.
Operational track record of seven years: The power plant has an operational track record of seven years with an average
PLF of 14.72%. However, the PLF is lower than the designed PLF due to constraints in evacuation facility, which is
expected to be upgraded by September 2019 and the work related for the same has already started.

Credit challenges
Weak financial risk profile: The company’s financial risk profile is weak with the gearing at 2.3 times, interest coverage
at 1.9 times and DSCR at 0.9 times as on March 31, 2018. The DSCR was less than one owing to high interest expenses
and repayments but was supported by regular infusion of funds by promoters.
Exposed to foreign currency exchange risk: The company has availed foreign currency loan to part fund the project cost.
The foreign currency loan is completely un-hedged exposing it to foreign currency risk, which also led to net losses over
the last two years.
Exposed to irregularity in cash flows because of changes in solar irradiance: The company’s operations are impacted by
solar radiation levels, losses in PV systems due to temperature and climatic conditions, inverter efficiency and module
degradation due to ageing. However, the variance in solar levels has historically been much lower compared to other
sources of renewable energy such as wind and hydro-power projects.
Lack of geographical diversification: The company remains exposed to the geographical concentration risk because of its
presence in a single location and its single-asset nature of operations. Its entire 2-MW solar power plant is located in
Charki village of Deoghar district in Jharkhand.

Liquidity position
The company has availed Rs. 25.00-crore term loan from Exim Bank and the Union Bank of India to part fund the 2-MW
solar power plant, for which the repayments have already started. It has annual repayment obligation of Rs. 2.62 crore
towards the same. The cash accruals were lower than the actual repayment in the last two years, which was supported
by regular infusion of funds from promoters.

Analytical approach
Analytical Approach
Applicable Rating Methodologies
Parent/Group Support
Consolidation / Standalone

Comments
Corporate Credit Rating Methodology
Rating Methodology for Solar Power Producers
Not Applicable
Standalone

About the company
New ERA Enviro Ventures Pvt. Ltd. (NEEVPL) is operating a 2.00-MW solar photovoltaic (PV) power plant in Charki village
of Deoghar district in Jharkhand. The company has entered into a PPA with the Jharkhand State Electricity Board for
supply of power for 25 years at a rate of Rs. 17.96 per unit. The solar power project commenced its operations in March
2012.
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NEEVPL reported an operating income (OI) of Rs. 5.6 crore and a net loss of Rs. 0.1 crore in FY2018 against an OI of Rs.
4.6 crore and a net loss of Rs. 0.5 crore in FY2017.

Key financial indicators (audited)
Operating Income (Rs. crore)
PAT (Rs. crore)
OPBDIT/ OI (%)
RoCE (%)

FY2017
4.6
-0.5
86.4%
2.5%

FY2018
5.6
-0.1
86.2%
6.7%

Total Debt/ TNW (times)
Total Debt/ OPBDIT (times)
Interest Coverage (times)

2.8
7.5
2.6

2.3
5.0
1.9

Status of non-cooperation with previous CRA: Not applicable
Any other information: None
Rating history for last three years:
Current Rating (FY2019)
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Instrument
Fund-basedTerm Loans
Unallocated

Type
Long
Term
Long
Term

Amount
Rated
(Rs. crore)
10.85

Amount
Outstanding
(Rs. crore)
10.85

4.15

-

Date &
Rating
March 2019
[ICRA]BB(Stable)
[ICRA]BB(Stable)

Chronology of Rating History for the past
3 years
Date &
Date &
Date &
Rating in
Rating in
Rating in
FY2018
FY2017
FY2016
December
January
2017
2016
[ICRA]BB[ICRA]D;
(Stable)
Suspended
[ICRA]BB(Stable)

Complexity level of the rated instrument:
ICRA has classified various instruments based on their complexity as "Simple", "Complex" and "Highly Complex". The
classification of instruments according to their complexity levels is available on the website www.icra.in
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Annexure-1: Instrument Details
Instrument
ISIN No
Name
NA
Term Loan
NA
Unallocated
Source: NEEVPL

Date of
Issuance /
Sanction
July,2011

Coupon
Rate
NA

Maturity
Date
March,2026

Amount
Rated
(Rs. crore)
10.85
4.15

Current Rating and Outlook
[ICRA]BB-(Stable)
[ICRA]BB-(Stable)
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